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Considering the environmental conditions and transportation conditions of

remote areas, an inherently safe integrated energy conversion system featuring

miniaturization, modularization, and high environmental adaptability is needed.

The small fluoride salt-cooled high-temperature reactor (FHR) coupledwith the

Brayton cycle is a promising design. In this paper, the efficiency, exergy

efficiency, and exergy loss of four different configurations of the

supercritical carbon dioxide (S-CO2) Brayton cycle coupled with a new small

fluoride salt-cooled high-temperature reactor are compared. The S-CO2

recompressor Brayton cycle has the best overall performance. Meanwhile,

the effects of the cooling conditions on the thermal efficiency and exergy

efficiency of different cycle configurations are discussed. When the core outlet

temperature is 700°C, the efficiency of the designed S-CO2 recompressor

Brayton cycle is approximately 42–44% when the cycle minimum

temperature is 20–40°C. In conclusion, the designed small FHR coupled

with the Brayton cycle system offers interesting performances in power

generation, mineral mining, industrial steam supply, molten salt energy

storage, and high-temperature hydrogen production in remote areas.
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1 Introduction

Regarding the fourth-generation nuclear power systems, six candidate reactor

types, including the ultrahigh temperature reactor, supercritical water reactor

(Pegallapati et al., 2020; Deev et al., 2021), gas-cooled fast reactor (Matozinhos

et al., 2022; Lima-Reinaldo and François, 2023), lead-cooled fast reactor (Massone

et al., 2022; Lima-Reinaldo and François, 2023), sodium-cooled fast reactor (Tak

et al., 2022), and molten salt reactor (Ingersoll et al., 2004; Delpech, 2013), have

been proposed. Studies of new reactors and coupled power systems have been a

research focus worldwide. Among them, the molten salt reactor (MSR) is a kind of
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nuclear fission reactor, and its primary coolant is a kind of

molten mixed salt. The MSR can maintain a lower pressure

when working at high temperatures (higher thermal

efficiency can be obtained), thus reducing the mechanical

stress and improving the safety.

From 2001 to 2003, the Oak Ridge National Laboratory

(ORNL) (Ingersoll and Forsberg, 2006; Forsberg et al., 2013),

Sandia National Laboratories (SNL), and the University of

California, Berkeley (UCB), jointly developed the concept of a

fluoride salt-cooled high-temperature reactor (FHR)

(Haubenreich et al., 1964; Scott and Grindell, 1967). In

2007, the UCB carried out simulations of the PB-AHTR

(Bardet et al., 2008) by RELAP5-3D and believed that it

had a higher power density than the high-temperature

helium-cooled reactor.

The ORNL proposed a new FHR concept called the

SmAHTR (Greene et al., 2010), which is based on the

research on the AHTR in 2006. The SmAHTR adopted the

modular design concept with a 125-MW thermal power and a

60-year design life. The core inlet and outlet temperatures are

670°C and 700°C, respectively (Ilas et al., 2014).

Meanwhile, the Shanghai Institute of Applied Physics of

the Chinese Academy of Sciences has built platforms for

molten salt chemistry experiments and started the

construction of a 2-MWt liquid fuel thorium-based molten

salt reactor (Ruan Jian, 2017). Xi’an Jiaotong University (Qin

Hao, 2018) also built an experimental platform for molten salt

flow heat transfer and passive residual heat removal systems

and carried out a series of studies in core physical and thermal

design, safety analysis, etc.

In conclusion, the development of the FHR is still in the

stage of a concept proposal, basic theory, and experimental

research. Research on the coupled power conversion system

of molten salt reactors is still limited. Compared with the

light water reactor, the outlet temperature of the FHR is

much higher and is potentially compatible with several

highly efficient power conversion technologies. A

particularly appealing option for the system is the high-

efficiency S-CO2 Brayton cycle. In recent years, with the

breakthrough of key technologies such as heat exchangers

and turbines, the supercritical carbon dioxide cycle has

received extensive attention. However, there are few

studies on the cycles coupled with the FHR, which is

important for designing an integrated energy conversion

system.

In this paper, an innovative and modular advanced nuclear

power system, which consists of a small modular FHR and an

S-CO2 Brayton cycle, is proposed. Based on the

thermal−hydraulic design of the proposed FHR, different

configurations of the S-CO2 Brayton cycle are discussed from

the perspective of energy analysis and exergy analysis.

Considering the probable climate in remote regions, the

effects of the cooling conditions are further analyzed.

2 Small modular advanced nuclear
power systems

2.1 System layouts

Considering the compact and integrated design requirements

of the small modular FHR, helical cruciform fuel made of TRISO

was selected. The fuel cladding is made of a special

carbon−carbon (C−C) material (Greene et al., 2010), and the

moderator is made of graphite (Jiang et al., 2022). A three-

dimensional continuous energy Monte Carlo particle transport

program was adopted in neutronic analyses. The computational

fluid dynamics software Fluent and STAR-CCM+ based on the

Euler method were used in the thermal−hydraulic calculations.

The FLiBe (Sehgal, 2012) coolant is heated when flowing

through the core, and then, it flows upward along the ascending

segment. After leaving the ascending segment, the coolant is

deflected at the top and flows downward into the intermediate

heat exchanger to release heat. The coolant enters the main pump

for pressurization. In the pump outlet, most of the coolant

returns to the core along the downcomer, and the other small

part returns to the direct heat exchanger (DHE) for waste heat

discharge. After meeting with the main coolant from the core, it

enters the FLiBe−FLiNaK intermediate heat exchanger again,

forming a primary loop. The diagram of the primary loop is

shown in Figure 1. The FLiNaK−CO2 intermediate heat

exchangers were set between the reactor core coolant and the

supercritical carbon dioxide (S-CO2) power cycle system. The

FLiNaK−CO2 intermediate heat exchangers transfer the reactor

heat to the power conversion cycle and finally realize the

conversion of heat energy to electric energy.

The advantages and disadvantages of different pellet

materials are compared, as shown in Table 1. The

comparative analysis results show that UZr fuel and TRISO

fuel both have a high thermal conductivity and a small

temperature gradient; thus, the temperature of the fuel and

cladding can meet the requirements of the temperature limits

under normal operation and during accidents (Haynes-

International, 2002; Clarno et al., 2007), and both fuels can

contain fission gas, thus reducing the possibility of a large-

scale release of radioactive materials. It can be used as a

candidate material for high-safety fuel schemes. HT9 stainless

steel and C−C composites were selected as candidate cladding

materials for the high-safety fuel scheme. Between them, HT9 is

used as a UZr fuel cladding, and the C−C composite is used as a

TRISO-type fuel cladding. After comparing and analyzing the

slowing properties of light water, heavy water, graphite, and
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beryllium and considering the chemical stability, thermal

conductivity, and mechanical properties, the two candidate

schemes of no slowing and graphite were finally selected.

Between them, no slowing was used as the moderator scheme

of the UZr fuel, and graphite was used as the moderator scheme

of the TRISO fuel. Combined with the chemical stability, flow

heat transfer characteristics, and neutron effect, FLiBe with a low

viscosity, good thermal conductivity, and better neutron

FIGURE 1
Diagram of the primary loop of the FHR.

TABLE 1 Advantages and disadvantages of different pellet materials.

Ceram UZr TRISO

Advantages High melting point High thermal conductivity High melting point

Strong irradiation stability High effective density High thermal conductivity

Good chemical compatibility Lattice structure can contain the fission gas Buffer layer can contain the fission gas

Mature technology and low cost No gaps and reduces the temperature gradient No gaps and reduces the temperature gradient

Disadvantages Low thermal conductivity Low melting point Low effective density of fuels

Large temperature difference

Poor radioactive tolerance At high temperatures, the crystalline phase changes
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performance was selected as the coolant. Themolar ratio of LiF to

BeF2 was 2:1, and the Li-7 enrichment was 99.99%. Molten

FLiNaK salt is used as the heat transfer medium in the

primary loop and the passive residual heat removal system,

which has the characteristics of low cost, moderate viscosity,

and benefits from natural circulation. The helical cruciform fuel,

which is superior to traditional PWR fuel in terms of convective

heat transfer, cladding damage, radiation swelling, and other

indicators, is finally adopted to determine the helical cruciform

fuel, dispersion core material, C−C composite cladding, graphite

slowing, and multicomponent compact core designs. Figure 2

shows the single-channel geometric model of the helical

cruciform fuel.

The non-thermal equilibrium porous medium model of

STAR-CCM+ simulating the physical velocity is used to carry

out the thermal−hydraulic calculation of the one-sixth core of the

FHR reactor. The equation of single-phase incompressible non-

thermal equilibrium porous media simulating physical velocity in

STAR-CCM+ is as follows:

z

zt
ρχ( ) + ∇ · ρχU( ) � 0, (1)

z

zt
ρχU( ) + ∇ · ρχU ⊗ U( )

� −x∇P + ∇ · χμ ∇U + ∇UT( )[ ]
− χPv ⊗ Us − χPi Us| |Us + S, (2)

z

zt
χρfluidefluid( ) + ∇ · χρfluidhfluidU( )

� −χ∇ · qfluid + ∇ · χμ ∇U + ∇UT( ) · U[ ]
+ ah Tfluid − Tsolid( ) + Se, (3)

z

zt
1 − χ( )ρsolidEsolid[ ] � −∇ · 1 − χ( )qsolid[ ]

+ aHTR Tfluid − Tsolid( ). (4)

Figure 3B shows the physical calculation model of a one-

sixth core. This calculation model has the same structure size

as the calculation model of the whole core; the only difference

is that the one-sixth of the whole core is selected, and a

reflective boundary is set. The material layout and

component number are shown in Figure 3. Figure 4 shows

the longitudinal section and cross section of the one-sixth core

model of the FHR established by using the MCNP modeling

method. Based on the actual fission power distribution of each

component calculated by the MCNP, the mass flow

distribution of the coolant in each component is calculated

as the inlet boundary condition for the CFD calculation.

Thermal−hydraulic analyses and calculations are carried

out using STAR-CCM+. The geometric model and CFD

calculation model are shown in Figure 5. During the CFD

calculation, the coolant, fuel, and cladding inside each

hexagon assembly are set as the porous media area, the

component graphite box and radial graphite reflector are

set as the solid, and the turbulence model is the k-SST

model. The design parameters of the S-CO2 power cycle

system are shown in Table 2.

2.2 Thermodynamic analyses

Considering the differences in the cycle configurations, the

thermodynamic analysis conclusions, equipment operating

parameters, optimal configurations, cycle performance

evaluation criteria, and optimization results are different. The

following is a comparative analysis of the Brayton cycle

configurations to provide theoretical and data references for

the preliminary design of small fluoride reactor systems. A

small fluoride-cooled high-temperature reactor can be

matched with a variety of Brayton cycle configurations.

Taking the recompression Brayton cycle as an example, the

cycle flow chart is shown in Figure 6.

After heat absorption occurs in the 1−2 processes, the

working medium enters the turbine to complete the 3−4 work

processes. The exhaust gas after work is discharged through

the low-pressure side of the 5−6 high-temperature recuperator

and the low-pressure side of the 6−7 low-temperature

recuperator. It is divided from the outlet of the low-

temperature recuperator. One enters the cooler and the

main compressor after the 8−9 heat release process. After

the 10−12 pressurization of the main compressor, it enters

inlet 14 at the cold side of the low-temperature recuperator;

the other enters the recompressor for the 11–13 repressure

process directly. The working fluid from the recompressor

joins the working fluid passing through the high-pressure side

of the low-temperature regenerator, enters the high-pressure

side of the high-temperature regenerator to complete the

FIGURE 2
Single-channel geometric model.
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15–1 heat absorption process, and finally enters the

1−2 intermediate heat exchanger to absorb heat,

completing the whole cycle.

To carry out the thermodynamic analysis and analytical

modeling of the system (Liu et al., 2020; Yourong, 2020), the

initial assumptions are as follows:

1) The system components operate stably under various

working conditions without considering the potential

energy and the kinetic energy.

2) Ignoring the pressure drop of the pipeline, the pressure drop

of the system is only the pressure drop of the heat exchanger.

3) The working process of the turbomachinery is adiabatic but

not isentropic. Based on the first law of thermodynamics and

the second law of thermodynamics, the energy balance

relationship is established. The basic formula of the

thermodynamics law can be expressed as follows:

∑min � ∑mout, (5)
∑Q −∑W � ∑mout · hout −∑min · hin, (6)

h, T � f p, s( ). (7)

The heat input of the fluorine salt-cooled high-temperature

reactor core can be expressed as follows:

FIGURE 3
FHR core model. (A) Full-core model and (B) 1/6 core model.

FIGURE 4
Core model in the MCNP. (A) Longitudinal section and (B) cross section.
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Qin � min h1 − h2( ). (8)

The isentropic work of the compressor and turbine can be

determined by the following relationships:

Wi � m hin − hout,i( ), (9)
WC � Wi

ηisen,C
, (10)

WT � Wiηisen (11).

The network of the cycle system can be expressed as follows:

Wnet � WT −WMC −WRC. (12)

The thermoelectric conversion efficiency of the system can be

expressed as follows:

ηth �
Wnet

Qin
. (13)

Exergy analysis is an effective tool to describe energy quality

and reduce irreversibility. It can measure the energy conversion

and work carried out by a system or equipment from the

perspective of energy availability. Based on thermodynamic

exergy analysis, a balance equation of the available energy can

be established. The basic equation of physical exergy at a certain

point can be expressed as follows:

E
•
i � mi hi − henv( ) − Tenv si − senv( )[ ] (14).

FIGURE 5
Core thermal−hydraulic model. (A) the geometric model (B) the CFD calculation model.

TABLE 2 Cycle parameter settings.

Parameter Value

Core thermal power (MW) 10

Core inlet temperature (°C) 600

Core outlet temperature (°C) 700

Environment temperature (°C) 15

Heat exchanger pressure drop (kPa) 1%

Isentropic efficiency of the compressor (%) 80

Isentropic efficiency of the turbines (%) 83

End difference of heat exchangers (°C) 10

Efficiency of generators (%) 97

Heat loss 1%

Turbomechanical loss (kw) 200
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The efficiency is expressed as follows:

ηex �
E
•
core − I

•
total

E
•
core

, (15)

E
•
core � Qcore 1 − Tenv

Tcore
( ). (16)

The total loss of each component can be expressed as the total

loss of all key components, and the loss of each component can be

calculated by Table 1.

I
•
total � ∑ I

•
i . (17)

3 Small modular advanced nuclear
power system

The most typical S-CO2 Brayton cycle is the simple

regenerative cycle. In the simple regenerative cycle, the

working medium directly enters the turbine for work after

heating in the intermediate heat exchanger. The exhaust gas

after work flows through the regenerator and the cooler for

cooling and finally enters the compressor. After being

pressurized by the compressor, the working medium returns

to the regenerator, is heated by the working medium on the low-

pressure side, and finally enters the intermediate heat exchanger

to form a whole cycle.

In the recompression cycle, an additional compressor and

an additional regenerator are introduced based on a simple

regenerative cycle to split the flow. Based on the

recompression cycle, inter-stage cooling is introduced to

form an intermediate cooling structure, which is called the

recompression intermediate cooling cycle. The reheating

structure increases the multi-stage reheating between the

turbine stages to increase the turbine output power, which

is called the reheating cycle. Figure 6, Figure 7, Figure 8, and

Figure 9 show the flow chart of the recompression cycle,

simple regenerative cycle, intermediate cooling

recompression cycle, and reheat recompression

intermediate cooling cycle.

3.1 Analysis of different cycle
configurations

To discuss the compatibility with a small fluoride-cooled

high-temperature reactor, four typical supercritical carbon

dioxide Brayton cycles, including the single-stage regenerative

cycle, recompression cycle, main pressure intercooling cycle, and

FIGURE 6
Flow chart of the recompression Brayton cycle.
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FIGURE 7
Flow chart of the simple regenerative cycle.

FIGURE 8
Flow chart of the intercooling recompression cycle.
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reheat recompression cycle, are selected for comparative

analyses. The initial parameters of the selected cycle are listed

in Table 2.

The application background of small fluoride-cooled high-

temperature reactors is remote areas in western China.

Considering the adaptability of the environment, the

circulating cooling mode is air-cooling circulation, and the

ambient temperature is 25°C.

According to the aforementioned assumptions, the system

input parameters, energy balance, and exergy balance are used to

calculate the thermoelectric conversion efficiency, exergy

efficiency, and exergy loss distribution of the four configurations.

Figure 10 shows that with the introduction of the split flow

recompression, and intercooling and reheating structures, the

thermoelectric conversion efficiency of the supercritical carbon

dioxide Brayton cycle gradually increases. Compared with the

simple regenerative cycle, the thermal efficiency of the

recompression cycle increases by approximately 5%, while that

of the intercooling recompression cycle and the reheating

intercooling recompression cycle increases by approximately

0.5%, which is far less than the increase in the efficiency of

the recompression cycle compared with the simple regenerative

cycle. The cycle efficiency increases gradually with the

introduction of the recompression split flow and intercooling

structure, while the cycle efficiency decreases slightly with the

introduction of the reheat structure. In summary, with the

introduction of intercooling and reheating structures, the cycle

thermoelectric conversion efficiency has been improved.

However, the extent of improvement is limited, and the

volume of the system complexity level has gradually increased.

In the recompression Brayton cycle, due to the introduction of

the additional compressor and the low-temperature regenerator,

the energy utilization rate is improved, and the existence of the

split flow effectively reduces the heat exchange pinch point

problem of the low-temperature regenerator. The introduction

of an intercooling structure can play an effective cooling role

between the compressor stages and greatly reduce the power

FIGURE 9
Flow chart of the reheat recompression intermediate cooling cycle.

FIGURE 10
Comparison of the thermal efficiency and exergy efficiency
of different cycle configurations.
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consumption of the compressor. The introduction of a reheat

structure between turbine stages can increase the output work of

the turbine, increase the average heat absorption temperature,

and thus improve the thermal efficiency.

Figure 11A–D shows the loss distribution of four typical

supercritical carbon dioxide reprocessing Brayton cycles. It can

be seen from the loss distribution that the turbine loss is large in

all four configurations. It can be seen from a) that in the simple

regenerative Brayton cycle, the loss of the regenerator link is the

largest and even exceeds the loss of the turbine. This is because

the regenerator may have pinch points, the regeneration is

insufficient, and the available energy is reduced. From B−C,

the loss of the compressor is greatly reduced when the reheater is

introduced into the recompression structure, and the loss of the

compressor is reduced after the introduction of the intercooling

structure. This also explains the perspective of exergy analysis

that the split flow recompression structure can effectively reduce

the pinch point of the regenerator and that the introduction of an

intercooling structure can reduce the power consumption of the

compressor to improve the cycle thermal efficiency and exergy

efficiency. It can be seen fromD that the total loss of the turbine is

still the largest. However, compared with the recompression cycle

and the main pressure intercooling recompression cycle, the loss

of the intermediate heat exchanger has increased, which also

explains why the efficiency of the reheating intercooling

recompression cycle is slightly lower than that of the

intercooling recompression cycle.

3.2 Effects of different cooling conditions

Considering the environmental characteristics of the western

region, the air-cooling mode of anhydrous cooling is adopted for

the S-CO2 Brayton cycle cooling of a small fluoride-cooled high-

temperature reactor. Taking the typical climate data on western

China as the input, the influence of the cycle minimum

temperature on the thermal efficiency and exergy efficiency of

different cycle configurations was discussed. The typical climate

data are shown in Table 3. Considering the annual maximum air

temperature in the typical areas, the calculation results of

FIGURE 11
Exergy loss distribution of different cycle configurations. (A) Simple Regenerative Cycle (B) Recompression Cycle (C) Intercooling Cycle (D)
Reheat Intercooling Recompression Cycle.
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TABLE 3 Energy balance and exergy balance relationship.

Part Energy balance Exergy loss

Core Qcore � 125MW I
•
core � E

•
10 − E

•
9 + E

•
core

Intermediate heat exchanger QINH � (h8 − h1)m1 I
•
INH � E

•
8 + E

•
9 − E

•
1 − E

•
10

Turbine WTU � (h1 − h2)m1 I
•
TU � E

•
1 − E

•
2 −W

•
TU

High-temperature regenerator WHTR � (h2 − h3)m2 � (h7a − h8)m7a I
•
HTR � E

•
7a + E

•
2 − E

•
3 − E

•
8

Low-temperature regenerator WLTR � (h3 − h2)m3 � (h7b − h6)m6 I
•
LTR � E

•
3 + E

•
6 − E

•
4 − E

•
7b

Main compressor WMC � (h6 − h5)m5 I
•
MC � E

•
5 − E

•
6 −W

•
MC

Recompressor WRC � (h7 − h4)m7 I
•
RC � E

•
4 − E

•
7 −W

•
RC

Cooler Qcooler � (h4 − h5)m5 I
•
cooler � E

•
11 + E

•
4 − E

•
12 − E

•
5

FIGURE 12
Efficiency of different configurations at different cycle minimum temperatures.
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different cycle configurations between 32°C and 40°C are

analyzed. Figure 12A–Dshows that the ambient temperature is

very important to the temperature of the compressor inlet

working medium. The higher the regional temperature is, the

worse the cooling conditions are (Table 4). The higher the

temperature of the compressor inlet working medium is, the

worse the effect of the compressor inter-stage cooling is. The

greater the power consumption of the compressor, the lower the

circulating thermal efficiency and efficiency are. It can be seen

from the analysis results that, considering the temperature

environment in the western region, the optimal configuration

for matching the small fluoride-cooled high-temperature reactor

is the cycle without the intercooling structure, and the

recommended recompression cycle configuration with high

efficiency and compactness is the optimal configuration for

matching the supercritical carbon dioxide cycle.

4 Conclusion

Based on the energy demand and utilization inwesternChina, the

S-CO2 Brayton thermoelectric conversion system that matches the

small fluoride-cooled high-temperature reactor is modeled in this

paper. Moreover, the cycle efficiency of four typical configurations,

such as a simple regenerative cycle, is compared using the methods of

energy analysis and exergy analysis, and the thermoelectric conversion

system matching the small fluoride-cooled high-temperature reactor

is obtained. The following conclusions are then developed.

The introduction of the split flow recompression structure

reduces the loss of the regenerator, thereby improving the

circulation efficiency. The introduction of the intercooling structure

reduces the power consumption of the compressor, thus improving

the cycle thermal efficiency. However, the efficiency is greatly affected

by the ambient temperature, especially in air-cooling conditions.

The S-CO2 recompression Brayton cycle has a high

compactness and high thermoelectric conversion efficiency.

Compared with the indirect cooling cycle, the efficiency of the

recompression cycle is less affected by the environmental

temperature. Meanwhile, the recompression cycle is much

simpler than the reheat cycle, which reduces the cost and

control difficulty. Considering the climate factors and

transportation conditions in the western region, the

supercritical carbon dioxide recompression cycle has the highest

adaptability to the small fluoride-cooled high-temperature reactor

and is conducive to the realization of futuremobile power supplies.
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TABLE 4 Typical climate data.

Typical area Pingliang,
Gansu

Qingyang,
Gansu

Baiyin,
Qinghai

Haixi,
Ningxia

Yinchuan,
Ningxia

Tiemenguan,
Xinjiang

Annual minimum
temperature/°C

−24.3 −21.4 −22.1 −16.8 −30.6 −28

Annual maximum
temperature/°C

36 36.4 39.1 23 39.3 35

Annual average
temperature/°C

8.5 10 7.2 0 9 11.4
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Glossary

Nomenclature

m mass flow

p pressure

T temperature

h enthalpy

s entropy

W work

Q thermal power

ηth thermoelectric conversion efficiency

ηth exergy efficiency

_E calculated exergy

_Itotal total exergy loss

_Ii exergy loss of each component

U velocity

Us apparent velocity

χ porosity

Pv viscosity tensor

Pi inertia tensor

q heat flux;

HTR heat transfer convection coefficient

a interface density

Subscripts

in inlet

out outlet;

net net work

core reactor core

env environment

T turbine

C compressor

MC main compressor

RC recompressor
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